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Struna is a Croatian terminological database with the terminology of 29 subject fields. It

currently contains 46 categories, 4 of which are mandatory (preferred term, grammatical

information, definition, and an equivalent in English).

AirFrame is a single domain terminological resource. It is a lexical database in which aviation

concepts and their definitions, as well as terms in several languages, and other relevant

categories of terminological entries are presented in specialized semantic frames.

The database will include these categories:

• semantic frames

• frame elements and their definitions

• terms and terminological units (collocations and phraseological units – corresponding to

lexical units in FrameNet)

• sentences labeled with semantic roles

• frame-to-frame conceptual relations.
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Definitions of key aviation concepts as defined in Struna were analyzed and compared to

sentences containing terms for those concepts, in order to establish the difference in conceptual

and semantic information that can be gathered from terminological definitions as opposed to

annotated examples from corpora. The list of key aviation concepts used as target words for

extracting sentences included: aerodrome, aircraft, airline, airspace, air traffic, air traffic

control, air transport, flight, landing and taking off.

Definitions consist of the superordinate or a more generic concept (to the one that is being

defined), and the delimiting characteristics, i.e. the characteristics that set out the defined

concept from concepts similar or related to it.
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Figure 1. Definition of the term flight (Struna)

A parallel English-Croatian aviation corpus compiled within the DIKA project was queried for

English and Croatian terms of the analyzed aviation concepts. The corpus is compiled from the

Directory of legal acts of the European Union, chapter Transport policy, subchapter Air transport.

Out of 220 documents, 178 legal acts are taken having both language versions. The texts are

downloaded from the EUR-Lex database, and entered into the Sketch Engine’s corpus

compilation module (Kilgariff et al., 2014).

Decisions had to be made whether to:

1. use frame elements - an exhaustive list of roles, but a difficulty to correlate with resources

that apply a more general and limited SRL tagset

2. customize own list of semantic roles

3. accept one of the existing – e.g. LIRICS, pro – correlate with other resources using it, con –

lost of some useful semantic information (duration)

Figure 4. Annotated frame elements as represented in Croatian definitions extracted from Struna

Categories of specialized knowledge can be defined in terms of semantic relations that bind

them together, but it must nevertheless be done in a precise, clear and concise manner so to

reflect both terminological needs and the need for good terminology.

The corpus was queried for the target terms aerodrome, aircraft, airline, airspace, air traffic,

air traffic control, air transport, flight, landing and take-off, and sentences were manually

extracted and annotated. Extracted sentences were annotated for semantic roles using the

LIRICS semantic tagset (Petukhova & Bunt, 2008), while the annotation was carried out using

the WebAnno tool (Eckart de Castilho et al., 2016).

Since traditional terminology work is largely focused on defining entities as prototypical

categories for knowledge representation, it was expected that entities would comprise the

largest share of the types of categories labeled as frame elements in definitions. Apart from

entities such as aircraft, airplane, person or thing, bounded regions like place, area and

aerodrome areas also fall within a large group of entities, but are labeled as locations according

to the terminology of FrameNet. Activities like flying, take-off, movement and transport are

typically present in the field of aviation, as well as a number of procedures that we

ontologically define as a type of an activity. Ontological categories labeled in the analyzed

definitions refer to frame elements that invoke particular semantic frames that structure the

field of aviation.

TERM DEFINITION

aerodrome
a defined area on land or water, including any objects, installations and equipment, intended to be used either wholly 

or in part for the movement, take-off, landing and parking of aircraft

airline
an air operator that uses aircraft to transport people and/or goods for commercial purposes

air transport
the transport of people or things from one place to another by means of an aircraft

flight the flying of aircraft from any aerodrome to a destination aerodrome

take-off

an aircraft operation during which an aircraft accelerates from the stop phase, leaves the ground and reaches the 

required the flight level

Figure 2. Definitions in which frame elements are marked.

The flight previously notified by a basic flight data process [THEME] will now not enter the airspace of the 
notified unit [FINAL_LOC].

An applicant [AGENT] shall fly the aircraft [THEME] from a position where the PIC functions can be 
performed [INITIAL_LOC] and to carry out the test [THEME] as if there is no other crew member [SETTING].

An aircraft taxiing on the manoeuvring area of an aerodrome [AGENT] shall give way to aircraft taking off 
or about to take off [BENEFICIARY].

Similarly, the airline operating the aircraft [PIVOT] needs underlying economic authority [THEME] from the 

DOT [SOURCE].

Figure 5. Semantically annotated example sentences.

Figure 3. Parallel concordances of the English term flight and its Croatian equivalent let. 
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